Effect of prevention of lung inflation on metamorphosis and respiration in the developing bullfrog tadpole, Rana catesbeiana.
We tested the hypothesis that respiratory development would be retarded in tadpoles reared in aquaria in which a barrier prevented access to the air-water interface. To test this hypothesis, we examined swimming behavior and respiration in intact tadpoles and gill and lung respiratory activity and central chemosensory responses in an in vitro brainstem preparation. The "barrier" tadpoles had significantly lower resting gill frequencies and higher lung breath attempts than control tadpoles at the same metamorphic stage. Control tadpoles swam greater distances and spent more time in the upper one third of the aquaria, while barrier tadpoles spent significantly more time at the bottom of the aquaria. There was significantly greater mortality for barrier tadpoles compared to control animals in the earliest and latest metamorphic stages. Mean body weight was significantly greater, and metamorphic rate was reduced in barrier tadpoles. Neither control nor barrier tadpole brainstem preparations demonstrated a gill ventilatory response to CO(2); however, both control and barrier preparations possessed significant lung frequency responses to central CO(2) chemoreceptor stimulation. Bath application of the GABA(A) and glycine receptor antagonists, bicuculline and strychnine, had greater effects on control tadpole gill burst activity and produced a similar large-amplitude bursting pattern in both control and barrier tadpoles, that was insensitive to CO(2) chemoreceptor stimulation. We conclude that development of the respiratory pattern was perturbed by the barrier, but the major effect was on gill ventilation rather than lung ventilation as we had expected.